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Problem statement

People need to stop cutting down trees, but it is going to be hard to stop people 
from cutting down trees to use as resources. Instead of stopping people from 
cutting down trees,  we will make trees a renewable resource because at the 
current rate we are cutting down trees faster than we are planting them and 
because trees recycle our air and are great animal habitats.



Research

Deforestation is the removal of forests. Humans take away forests for wood to 
make things like buildings . Deforestation happen in forests. Deforestation is 
helping global warming which is causing temperature pollution and is ruining our 
planet.Deforestation is destroying  many organisms habitats and making those 
organisms endangered or extinct.People have made government regulations, 
banning clear - cutting of forests, reforestation and afforestation, reducing 
consumption of paper, educate others, eat less meat, purchase from sustainable, 
forest friendly companies, and reduce consumption of deforestation prone 
products.All of these examples could of worked better but not everyone is chipping 
in and things that use deforestation are more popular then things that don’t.



Criteria                                        Constraints

● Replant seeds
● Make trees a renewable 

resource
● Has to be mostly electric
● Has to water the seeds

● Time
● Money
● Can not test in real forest
● Do not know if plant will grow 

because of the amount of time 
we have to test



Possible Solutions

Find a material similar to wood that can do everything regular wood can do.

Find a way to prevent forest fires or when they happen stop them instantly.

Create a machine that will plant seeds super fast without hurting anything around 
it.



Design of Prototypes
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Prototype 3{Final}
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Testing results for all prototypes.
Prototype 1

Tread durability Breaks down 
immediately

Will go over 
some types of 
dirt

Will go over all 
types of dirt

Electric Gas Hybrid Electric

Water seeds Does not water 
seed  

Dosn’t water 
seed enough

Water seed 
enough

Replants seed Does nothing Puts seed on 
grounded

Replants seed 
entirely

                        7/8

                                                0                                   1                                      2



Prototype 2

Tread 
durability

Breaks down 
immediately

Will go over 
some types of 
dirt

Will go over all 
types of dirt

Electric Gas Hybrid Electric

Waters seed Doesn’t water 
seed

 Doesn’t water 
seed enough

Waters seed 
enough

Replant seed Doesn’t replant Puts seed on 
ground

Replants seed 
entirely

               7\8

0 1 2



Prototype 3

Treads durability Breaks down 
immediately 

Will go over 
some types of 
dirt

Will go over all 
types of dirt

Electric Gas Hybrid Electric

Watering the 
seeds

 Dosen’t water 
seeds

Partly waters 
seeds

 Fully waters 
seeds

Replanting  Doesn’t replant 
seed

Puts seed on 
ground

Fully replants 
seeds

              6/8

0 1 2



Limitations and Evaluations of Design

The limitations of our prototype are, we didn’t have lego 
treads for our model, our time management, how to show 
our model in lego form, we had no forest around here to 
test the prototype so we tested it on dirt, and we can’t test it 
in real life. This will improve the world bye reducing climate 
change and bringing back animal habitats.



Conclusion and Real World Applications

What went well with our final prototype is that with the final design it 
is supposed to  completely replants seeds, and it waters seeds.The 
challenges we faced was finding a way to make a machine fully 
replant seeds, water seeds, be mostly electric,and make it cost not 
to much with legos. As well as figuring out how to present a 
machine like this. We would keep the design of the machine but we 
would improve it by changing it from a lego model to a real working 
metal machine.



Resources

https://thehumaneleague.org/article/effects-of-deforestation
          

http://www.eniscuola.net/en/argomento/rain-forest/deforestation/the-causes-of-def
orestation/

https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/causes-effects-solutions-of-deforestation.
php
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nationalgeographic.org%2F
encyclopedia%2Fdeforestation%2F&psig=AOvVaw351xtELJiKsIyPiVhpA9G9&ust=164519
5150164000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=2ahUKEwiMxK7V-4b2AhX5AzQIHRenDAwQr
4kDegUIARDUAQ


